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Businesses are bombarded with great deals of risks, vulnerabilities, and unforeseen business interruptions in their

lifetime, which negatively affect their productivity and sustainability within the market. Such risks require a risk

management system to identify risks and risk factors and propose approaches to eliminate or reduce them.

Risk management involves highly structured practices that should be implemented within an organization, including

organizational planning documents. Continuity planning and fraud detection policy development are among the many

critically important practices conducted through risk management that aim to mitigate risk factors, their vulnerability, and

their impact.

Information systems play a pivotal role in any organization by providing many benefits, such as reducing human errors

and associated risks owing to the employment of sophisticated algorithms. Both the development and establishment of an

information system within an organization contributes to mitigating business-related risks and also creates new types of

risks associated with its establishment. Businesses must prepare for, react to, and recover from unprecedented threats

that might emerge in the years or decades that follow.
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1. Introduction

As different businesses are changing to become more complex, information and data processing plays an important role

in the effective operation of different departments within an organization. Data processing, in an attempt to gain well-

organized information, is a substantially time-consuming effort as great and growing volumes of data require further

processing. However, the advances in computer-based systems have largely contributed to the development of systems

to streamline the specific practices associated with data processing, specifically collecting, storing, processing, analyzing

data, and also extracting and disseminating information for particular purposes. Such systems are referred to as

information systems (IS) which play important roles within an organization aiming to increase the effectiveness of

managerial decision making .

An information system can benefit an organization in many ways, mainly for upper-end decision-making goals. For

instance, within hospitals and healthcare systems, increasing patient involvement and well-being while improving service

quality and lowering costs are among the major benefits of a healthcare information system . Alongside the general

purposes of an information system, its major advantages within an organization can be outlined as accessing a great deal

of data, pursuing effective decisions in an automated manner, reducing human errors due to the employment of complex

algorithms, and helping to develop new approaches in gaining revenue and an increase in customers. A great example of

the importance of an information system within an organization is the Amazon E-commerce company . A specialized

integrated information system in Amazon has largely contributed to obtaining a competitive advantage reflected from the

enhanced and efficient collection, storage, and analysis of data. One of the noteworthy advantages of Amazon’s

integrated information system is the decentralized decision-making process which largely contributes to reduced

managerial diseconomies .

However, aside from the wide range of advantages and success factors that the information system suggests, the

establishment of such a system in an organization may bring about several challenges limiting its implementation. Several

challenges according to information systems can be listed as follows: (i) the constant changing of technology day by day

requiring updated users to be in the learning mode, (ii) security issues related to vendors, banking, and distributing the

essential data, intellectual properties, and records of the company, (iii) the inefficient establishment of an information

system due to the high costs and expenses associated with it. These challenges coupled with long-listed ones can bring

about potential risks substantially affecting an organization’s effective performance. The sheer number of risks and risk
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factors associated with the business and information system establishes a driving force towards developing an organizing

framework to manage and further respond to them. Accordingly, risk management practices are widely developed in order

to mitigate the associated risk effects and increase the efficient performance of information systems within an

organization.

Hence, due to the broad range of advantages risk management provides, it plays an important role in the appropriate

functioning of different businesses and organizations. The associated importance is majorly due to the fact that as the

different organizations are moving within the information systems area, the risk management considerations become

highly essential to eliminate or mitigate the aforementioned risks associated with the incorporation of information systems

within an organization. However, risk management represents a broad area of science, and the expertise gathered over

time grows more sophisticated and interdisciplinary . Accordingly, a lack of a comprehensive understanding has

significantly failed to provide researchers and active practitioners with the big picture of risk management regarding

information systems.

2. Principles and Aims of Risk Management

Companies that employ effective risk management must handle a wide range of risks in a coordinated manner, instead of

conventional risk management, which manages each risk separately . Risk is inherently characterized by three specific

principles of (i) being partially unknown, (ii) being variable over a time period, and (iii) being altered by human actions .

These characteristics of risk are considered as driving forces that establish and develop specific methodologies,

frameworks, and principles through which managers are compelled to dedicate focused resources to managing project

risks and to establish organizational infrastructure aiming to achieve specific targets, including:

Delineating which risks are financially, energetically, and temporally worth an investment;

Isolating and optimizing risks;

Eliminating destructive risks and improving progressive risks;

Developing alternative sets of action spaces;

Reserving time and money to withstand the threats that cannot be mitigated;

Ensuring no breach over the organizational risk boundaries.

Through the passage of time, various structures and definitions (e.g., Octave Allegro at Education Institution methodology

) have been used for the same concepts in risk management, which has been accounted as a source of continuing

confusion. However, here researchers are discussing one of the most important structures attributed to risk management

which is indeed in line with most of the risk management textbooks, as shown in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1. Main structures attributed to risk management .

2.1. Risk Management Planning

The first step in this process is risk management planning, in which the main goals and criteria of the risk management

actions are specified. A series of strict plans are responsible for guiding the projects, through which, the projects are

provided with rationale processes to aid in their execution. The risk management plan should also be part of a guiding

plan which would provide the latest result or status of the risk management planning process. However, in comparison to

other plans and struggles in the field, risk management plans have not been well-established in a specific content or

format by which managers can simply establish well-organized frameworks and documents. Hence, different

organizations pursue different ways of approaching the content of risk management plans. For example, the content of a

risk management plan may include a complete description and project summary, risk environment, approach to risk

management, application issues and problems, risk governance, process approaches, etc.

Describing the risk environment is an undeniable part of each risk management plan. In any kind of major and minor

project, there is a risk environment through which the threats and opportunities present, and the ways of handling them

should be specified. In this scheme, risk management planning is the struggle to bring the risk policies, procedures of the

organization, and practices into a consistent whole by which the nature of project risk is addressed .

2.2. Identifying Risk

Risk identification is an essential step in every risk management process. This refers to an organized approach to find real

risks and identify explicit situations and events that may impact specified aims and activities associated with the project.

Risk assessment and risk management can only be performed after providing a clear vision of the risks, hazards, and

opportunities. This is accomplished in the light of specifying two major characteristics, including (i) risk and (ii) vulnerability

sources. A risk source leads to the occurrence of a risk event when it successfully exercises a specific vulnerability within

the system, or in other words, if no vulnerability exists, no further risk events attributed to a risk source can occur. The

vulnerability is highly dependent on risk probability .

To assess risks within an organization, it is critical to collect all potential risk sources. Accordingly, risk identification is

highly entangled with characterizing a system to establish a clear understanding of the current situation. Hence, the

associated managers should be equipped with well-organized system information. Such information includes those

associated with:

Software development, implementation, and post-implementation;

System interfaces (e.g., internal and external connectivity);
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Data and information within a system;

People who support and use IT systems;

System and data criticality (e.g., the value of the system or importance to an organization);

System and data sensitivity;

System security policies (organizational policies, federal requirements, laws, industry practices);

System security architecture;

Information storage protection;

Data availability, integrity, and confidentiality.

In addition to such areas within which the potential risk sources may pose vulnerabilities, humans with potentially harmful

motivations are also able to act as a risk source, especially to be engaged in fraud. This will be discussed in further

sections.

As previously mentioned, vulnerabilities associated with a system environment should be identified to provide a complete

risk identification. The main objective here is the determination of potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities that a specific

risk source may take advantage of and be triggered by. Such objectives can be obtained in various manners, including the

ones that are mostly involved with the development of security-based controls.

The provided information associated with the risk and vulnerability sources contributes to the establishment of a strong

base for further characterizing the system and also identifying the threats. However, several important factors should be

considered in identifying risks associated with a project, while in most cases, being underestimated by project managers

leads to failures in a project. The first and maybe the most important factor in this regard is the risk event. As mentioned in

the previous section, one of the aspects of risk is the event through which an explicit and thorough description of the

project will be provided. In many cases, an incomplete understanding of the risk event leads to unfulfilled risk identification

through which a considerable range of risks with significant impacts may be ignored through the process. Hence, risk

events are the most influential when an in-depth and clear description of events is provided through which the potential

occurrence and the quality of its influence are specified. In addition to an in-depth description of the risk event, the

organizational environment and the risk management plan also play key roles in conducting risk identification. These

factors create and delineate the environment through which the risk evaluation will be accomplished .

There have been many tools and methodologies developed and utilized for risk identification, and their application may

vary according to the associated project. Some of the most commonly applied tools are questionnaires, documentation

reviews, diagramming techniques, information-gathering techniques (e.g., SWOT analysis), automated scanning tools,

assumptions analysis, and checklists.

2.3. Qualitative Analysis

Throughout the risk identification process, well-organized documentation regarding the risks of the project are provided,

which requires further analysis to organize, classify, and determine the final impact of the identified risks on the

organization. Within an information system, the information related to the system’s data sensitivity and criticality is crucial

to accomplish associated classifications and impact determination. The analysis of the information obtained from risk

identification can be accomplished in qualitative or quantitative methods. However, throughout the identification process,

the qualitative analysis precedes the quantitative one .

Risk qualification is fundamentally composed of several main phases. The first phase is to determine the risk baseline. As

mentioned, one of the main aims of qualitative analysis is to stratify and organize the risks in projects. Baselining the risk

would place any risk between absolute uncertainty (zero and 100 probability), which is the first and the best effort to

stratify risk with respect to its characteristic probabilities and impacts. The process is simplified by determining total

success and total failure, which allows a clear understanding of the full range of possibilities .

The next phase in risk qualification is rating the risk. An assigned degree to a specific risk reflects the risk analyst’s

character, and not all analysts have the same remarks over the degree of the risks. Accordingly, risk rating schemes are

created to significantly minimize the associated discrepancies. The degree of risk is a reflection on the occurrence
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probability and also the impact severity. Thus, defining a risk turns out to be the matter of identifying impacts, specifying

scale, and then shaping the boundaries. As the risk-rating scheme is thoroughly defined, assessing and qualifying each

specified risk could be established via this structure .

Risk identification is accompanied by identifying and validating specific assumptions, which will go under further testing

and analysis in the next phases of risk qualification. This testing is accomplished to validate and assess the stability and

consequences. During the stability assessment, the potential of a given assumption for alteration is taken under

investigation. This assessment is carried out since the nature of assumptions is not stable, and the level of their stability

should be specified. In addition, the invalidation of considered assumptions should be taken into account, and the

governed impacts should be clearly assessed. The associated qualification of risk is widely carried out using specific

models developed for the enhanced analysis of risks. The detailed discussion of developed models is beyond the scope

of this paper; however, it is noteworthy that these models support the development of risk ranking and comparative

analysis .

As other key phases in qualitative analysis play major roles in providing accurate and functional results, the data quality

evaluation, risk categorization, and urgent risk assessment should be accomplished. It is clearly recognized that the

appropriate data quality improves the validity of risk qualification. These critical qualifications provide significant outcomes

during the analysis, including:

Ensuring the validity of data sources to include them further in the process;

Specifying the areas of risk with varying degrees of concern/attention;

Determining the urgency of a given risk which delineates an appropriate vision over the time-dependency of an action.

Although most projects will include some mandatory quantitative risk analysis studies within their scope, the daily risk

management inherent to each project is often overlooked in terms of formal qualitative risk analysis requirements.

Managing this type of risk typically requires ongoing collaboration between project team members and the organization of

regular risk review seminars. The methods used in qualitative risk analysis can vary significantly, depending on the type of

project underway and the risk management resources available for the project. In this article, researchers consider four of

the most useful qualitative risk analysis techniques applied in project management, which include the Delphi technique,

SWIFT analysis, decision tree analysis, and bow-tie analysis.

The Delphi technique is a type of risk brainstorming. However, the main difference between this technique and traditional

risk brainstorming is that the Delphi technique uses expert opinions to discover, analyze, and assess risks individually and

anonymously. Each expert then assesses the risks of the other experts, and a risk register is created through continuous

evaluation and consensus among the experts .

Another qualitative risk analysis is the SWIFT analysis which stands for “Structured What If Technique”. SWIFT takes a

systematic team-based approach in a workshop environment where the team explores how changes to an approved plan

or design might affect a project through a series of “what if” considerations. This technique is particularly useful for

assessing the sustainability of opportunity risks.

Decision tree analysis is regarded as another powerful technique that is most commonly used to determine the best

course of action when the outcome of possible planned events or plans is uncertain. This is achieved by starting with the

original proposed decision and mapping the various pathways and outcomes as a result of the events of the original

decision. Once all the routes and outcomes have been established and their respective probabilities evaluated, a course

of action can be selected based on a combination of the most desirable outcomes, associated events, and odds of

success .

Along with the abovementioned qualitative tools, bow-tie Analysis is regarded as one of the most viable techniques

available to identify risk mitigation. Bow-tie analysis begins by looking at a risk event and then projects it in two directions.

All possible causes of the event are listed on the left, and all possible consequences of the event are listed on the right. It

is then possible to identify and apply mitigations (or barriers) for each of the causes and consequences separately,

effectively reducing both the probability of the risk occurring and the subsequent effects if the risk occurs nonetheless .

2.4. Quantitative Analysis

Qualitative analysis provides a base for further quantification of risks attributed to the risk examination via assigning

mathematical values to the project-associated risks. The main objectives of risk quantification are to increase the
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probability of achieving project aims, to pursue in-depth “what-if” evaluation, and to validate contingency reserves. The

inputs to risk quantitative analysis include information from the risk qualification and statistical data from organization

which, throughout their quantification, several tools are utilized by managers, including:

Interviewing technical experts to rate and rank risks in a quantitative manner;

Using the expected monetary value (the result of multiplying probability and impact of risk to obtain a novel quantitative

parameter);

Decision trees through which rich information is presented in an easy-to-interpret format;

The program evaluation: Embedding multi-data-point duration estimates in network systems to provide specific risk

values for schedules;

Risk Simulation tools, e.g., Monte Carlo method.

Since information development and data security are pivotal factors in information systems risk management, analyzing

the impact of identified risks within an information system should strictly consider such concepts. The impacts associated

with information and data security are largely reflected in the loss of data availability, integrity, and confidentiality.

Accordingly, by analyzing the associated security goals, sets of helpful information can be obtained through analyzing the

level of protection employed to maintain data availability, integrity, and confidentiality .

Data integrity is considered a critical requirement in any information system aiming to ensure no inappropriate

modification is established either by intentional or accidental acts. Unwanted modification within the system or data, if not

being corrected, can strongly contribute to dysfunctionality and also provides vulnerabilities for further risk resources,

including fraud, inaccuracy, and risky decisions. Integrity violation can substantially pave the way for the further violation

of data availability and confidentiality. It is critically important because the violation of a system or data availability can, in

turn, bring about substantially mitigated operational effectiveness and functionality within an organization. Such mitigated

operational effectiveness can also be reflected in the loss of confidentiality within a system through which unauthorized,

unanticipated, or accidental disclosures have occurred .

Technically speaking, there are five fundamental risk measures, and each gives a remarkable method of evaluating the

risk implied in the venture viable. The five measures incorporate alpha, beta, R-squared, standard deviation, and Sharpe

ratio. Risk measures can be utilized separately or together to conduct a risk evaluation. When looking at two likely

ventures, it is shrewd to compare such to figure out which speculation has the most serious danger. Alpha and beta are

the two main measures used to evaluate the performance of a portfolio of stocks, funds, or investments. Alpha measures

the amount of an investment that has returned relative to a market index or another common benchmark against which it

is compared. Beta measures the relative volatility of an investment. This is an indication of its relative risk. The fund

should move in lockstep with the benchmark if its beta is one. Betas below one are seen to be less stable than the

benchmark, whereas betas above one are thought to be more erratic.

R-Squared calculates the percentage of an investment’s movement that can be attributed to changes in its benchmark

index. The relationship between the investment under consideration and its related benchmark is represented by an R-

squared number. The standard deviation is a way of quantifying data dispersion in relation to the dataset’s mean value,

and it offers a measure of an investment’s volatility. The standard deviation is a measurement of how far a return-on-

investment deviates from the anticipated normal or average returns. The Sharpe ratio measures performance adjusted for

the associated risk. It does this by removing the rate of return on a risk-free investment, such as a US Treasury bill, from

the rate of return experienced. This is then divided by the standard deviation of the related investment and serves as an

indicator of whether the return on the investment was due to prudent investment or excessive risk-taking .

2.5. Planning Risk Response

Throughout the risk management process, developing a risk response is critically important since it specifies what

response should be carried out to address particular issues identified, qualified, and quantified in previous steps. Through

this step, two characteristics should be determined, which are the risk thresholds and risk causes. Determining thresholds

for risk contributes to ensuring no time is wasted by excluding the intolerable approaches. In addition, specifying the risk

enables managers to identify any specific reason that may reflect common risks .

It is clearly recognized that when talking about risk, it can be referred to both threats and opportunities. Accordingly, there

should be associated responses to both aspects of risk. These response strategies are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Aspects of risk.

One of the potentially important practices that an organization can engage in through avoiding further risk occurrence is

identity management and access control. Identity management and access control is the standardized discipline in

management attempting to strictly control accessibility to organizational resources to ensure the security of data and

systems. This is critically important because information and data are pivotal elements within an information system.

Through these practices, the user’s identities are clearly verified prior to giving them the right level of access to data and

information. Identities are referred to as sets of unique attributes which differentiate a user from other users and are

majorly manifested as security numbers specifically determined by the upper managers involving the titles and the

associated roles of users within the organization .

Within this concept, there are several layers of security processes. After users register within the company, specific

attributes assigned to them are collected and established within the database. These associated attributes are key factors

in determining the power of a user and its flexibility within an organization. Accordingly, the control and management of

the associated identities granting power to the users are critically important. After managing and specifying the identities,

they are fully established through authentication. The authentication of a user can be established via different means such

as an electronic identity, an electronic signature, or more simplified forms such as a full name. After the establishment of

an identity, an access control decision should be pursued. In this step, the evaluation and decision over the delivered

attributes are accomplished, and the access level of the user is specified.

The establishment of identity and access control within an organization can largely contribute to mitigating the risks

associated with data development and data security. This can bring about specific challenging issues for IT admins

coupled with a further frustrated user base. Accordingly, identity management and access control can be significantly

effective in tracking and regulating particular accounts in having access to sensitive data coupled with securing data with

correlated immune authentication practices. There have been several specific secure authentication practices employed

in information systems in which single sign-on authentication is one of the simplest attempts in the field. Single sign-on is

an authentication scheme enabling the user to log in once and access the organization resources without further re-

providing the authentication factors just via a single identity and password. In an attempt toward providing more security,

the single sign-on scheme can be further integrated with other approaches such as adaptive multi factor authentication,

through which particular additional factors are required during the authentication process aiming to eliminate the risks

associated with single identity authentication. Throughout this sort of authentication scheme, a real-time risk rating is also

integrated into the authentication process by which conditional access is established. It also enables users to access

systems and data via single authentication through which seamless access to the resources without any password is

established. These practices can significantly contribute to the higher security and mitigated risks associated with

conventional access routes .

Along with mitigating the risks associated with data security and access, identity management and access control can

largely contribute to reducing the risks correlated with the roles changing through which the organization should regularly

allow, modify, and revoke the access of users as they leave or enter the organization. This is called life cycle

management, in which these role-changing tasks are automated in a highly secure and smooth manner . Along with

the schemes developed in the authentication security layer, other protection mechanisms and practices in preventing

unauthorized access to system and data resources can be implemented, including mandatory access control (MAC),

discretionary access control (DAC), rule-based access control, physical access control, role-based access control,

attribute-based access control, and policy-based access control, which are beyond the scope of this book chapter to
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discuss. However, the functionality and effectiveness of each approach are highly dependent on data regulations

established by the organization .

2.6. Risk Control

The last step in risk management is to implement the identified, qualified, quantified, and specified responses in action. In

this regard, there are a couple of major challenges that should be taken into consideration which are (i) implementing risk

plans and ensuring their validation. Risk plans should be self-fulfilling if the associated strategies and plans have been

integrated. In addition, ensuring the validation of plans involves the extensive and sustainable tracking of both the risk and

the environment, which is majorly accomplished through pursuing inquiries. (ii) Providing well-organized and meaningful

documentation to further process support. In this step, various tools are utilized to evaluate the specific and delicate

requirements of risk monitoring, including earned value analysis .

3. Risk Policies and Continuity Planning

Managing risks is tightly involved with policy analysis. In fact, the policy is attributed to a principle or a plan to lead

decisions through obtaining intended outcomes, which are specifically applied to a broad range of subjects, including

organizations, groups, governments, and individuals. Accordingly, the development and implementation of policies, aiming

to guarantee continuous development, are accomplished through a similar structure as for the risk management structure,

including:

The recognition of a problem;

Applying particular analysis;

Processing phase, including developing policy instrumentation, consulting, and coordination;

Decision-making;

Execution;

Final evaluation (assessing the effectiveness of the policy).

Each company or business is highly threatened by unpredicted business interruptions and associated challenges.

Depending on the specific circumstances of any business, there are many particular events that might constitute a crisis.

Unplanned events can bring about serious and catastrophic effects on a business, including damaging stocks, losing

customers, and bankruptcy that also makes it impossible for the organizations to withstand them. These events are mainly

specified by low probability, considerably large consequences, vagueness, and short response times. The crises that an

organization may encounter can cover a wide range, including physical crisis, personnel crisis, information crisis,

reputational crisis, criminal crisis, and economic crisis. Accordingly, it is critically important to set specific rules and policies

to help to be completely immune against potential crises .

Digitalization also plays a crucial role in the continuity of an organization. The potential to treat and prevent risk, to be

receptive to new ideas, and to adopt digitalization to improve efficiency and performance within the organization are all

directly related to business continuity. Digital technologies allow the creation, quantification, and distribution of data

required to implement new business processes to start organizing for effective implementation in a digitalized era. They

can also be a very useful tool to help manage disaster risk at all stages, such as identifying and assessing, preventing,

and preparing for recovery .

Business continuity planning refers to the development and maintenance of specific frameworks, policies, and established

standards not only to manage a business disruption but also to create resilience . It is simply understood that every

business strategy is dependent on business sustainability, and each factor that violates this pre-established assumption

would seriously contribute to impinging the business potential to hit its targets. Business continuity refers to the

maintenance of unhindered availability and accessibility of all chief resources required for a business to act appropriately

day in day out. A process of establishing a system of prevention and recovery from threatening interruptions is simply

referred to as business continuity planning which its main objective is to provide the ability to preclude, prepare for, react

against, and recover specific vulnerable sectors from an unplanned event. The associated business continuity plan is an

outcome of the business continuity management process, which is referred to as a management process with specified

steps to reach the main objectives of a continuity plan. Businesses that participate in continuity planning exhibit much
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more resilience, immunity, and stability against a series of emergencies, disasters, and associated unplanned events 

.

Although used interchangeably and exhibiting common features, business continuity planning and business continuity

policy are not exactly the same. In fact, along with addressing exclusive requirements for maintaining continuity, they

serve different objectives within a company. The policy determines specific standards and benchmarks, while the role of a

plan is to delineate how an organization reacts and behaves through an event, from its beginning to the end. It is clear

that, the information required by the business continuity policy should be included in the business continuity plans 

.

A continuity plan should be concise and straightforward. There are three main steps for creating and applying a business

continuity plan in an organization:

Risk assessment and associated analysis;

Development and documentation of a business continuity plan;

Testing and implementing a business continuity plan.

The first step in applying continuity planning in an organization is to pursue risk assessment, to determine the essential

business functions, and to identify the degree and the level of the exposure to threats. Throughout this step, the critical

functions required for the operation of an organization and their associated impact after their loss are identified. A robust

business impact analysis focused on functionality, services, and revenues is the foundation of a successful business

continuity strategy . Critical functions of a business are mainly referred to as the business outputs that, along with

lacking scheduling plasticity, impose serious implications over many organization sectors if disrupted. In fact, not all

operational sectors of an organization are required to be considered as critical functions because it is highly dependent on

the duration of the emergency. Accordingly, the critical operative function of each sector with respect to covering time

frames should be accurately considered. Their impact on the business should be determined during the process, along

with specifying the correlated critical functions. Identified critical functions should be prioritized with respect to their

associated impact, aiming to establish a priority over the recovery process. During the process, after identifying

organization functions, the associated processes and operations of the business should be classified with respect to their

priority, including critical, important, and non-critical . In accordance with the process, after identifying the associated

critical functions, specific people should be allocated for each one to be in charge of them .

After specifying the critical functions of the business, a risk analysis should be accomplished over them. It is important to

engage in risk assessment activities because the governed recovery plan is indeed highly dependent on the

characteristics and the level of identified risk in each operation. The process of risk identification and analysis is quite

similar to what has been mentioned in the risk management structure that is also tightly involved with the qualitative and

quantitative analysis.

The second step in applying continuity management is developing and documenting a continuity plan. After assessing the

risk fields and their potential impact on the business under investigation, a continuity plan should be developed to

determine the thresholds at which the business can accept the risks and specify the required actions against different

levels of risk. At this level, there are three main actions that a business can perform according to the previous risk

assessments, including:

Accepting the existing condition;

Diminishing the impact of a specific crisis/risk down to a satisfactory degree;

Diminishing or eradicating the potential effects.

Among the three mentioned options, activities associated with decreasing the likelihood or impact of a disaster are more

often suggested since the exposure of the business is considerably diminished to a reasonably practicable level.

Accepting the present condition is mostly reflected in the fast recovery ability. However, this may not be quite effective

after completing the recovery; the business may not still recover its customers or other resources used to deal with. In

addition, it is found to be extensively expensive to eradicate the associated potential effects.

Accordingly, concerning the obtained information from previous assessments, strategies for continuity of the business

should be developed and documented to be further validated. To develop strategies that support business continuity,
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several main actions should be accomplished. As an important attempt during the process, the main communication

channels that are essential for emergency conditions should be determined. This includes the particular locations and

personnel required to be accessible, the means to communicate, and the time characteristics of communications during

an emergency. This is an essential step in developing a plan for continuity management since communication plays a

critical role in all essential operative sectors of an organization .

Once the communication channels and their correlated characteristics are thoroughly identified, essential resources

required for the recovery process during the emergency should be specified. This includes the determination of the

following requirements:

Minimum number of personnel required for critical operative sectors;

Minimal requirements for implementing critical functions regarding alternate manufacturing, warehousing, operating

systems, etc.;

Means and resources of obtaining required materials;

The time frame through which each of these specified actions are required;

Recovery alternatives.

After identifying essential resources for the recovery process during emergencies, action over the disaster assessment

should be carefully pursued. During this step, managers should identify the constituent components of disasters

correlated with a particular operation, determine the means to quantitatively evaluate an emergency, and specify the main

resources for obtaining information regarding the disasters under investigation. This assessment provides necessary

information for decision-makers to engage in decisions. Decision-making for disasters should be included in the plan.

During the process, it is important to envision the sequence of actions during and after the emergency. The decision-

making process is reflected in many aspects of the business-critical functions, including the teams that are required

before, during, and after the disaster, the correlated roles and responsibilities, and the time point through which these

elements take action .

After developing strategies in continuity management, it is important to provide these strategies as documents to be

applicable in further steps in crisis management. However, this documentation process should be performed since poorly

written plans can be strongly frustrating, hard to be employed, and outdated in a short period. Documentation should

proceed to support the quick and straightforward perception and better success in its implementation. Accordingly, along

with being brief and to the point, serious considerations should be taken into consideration, including:

Well-organized writing formats to contribute to the cohesiveness and conformity of the plan;

The specific assumption on which the strategies might be relied on should be written;

If the planner encounters difficulty in preparing the plan, it may pertain to the fact that he/she is trying to plan for areas

that do not need to be planned.

The associated documented continuity plans are further required to be tested and validated. Efficient organizational

contingency management is possible if the company consistently tests the involved person’s experience and knowledge

of emergency response, as characterized in business continuity plans, to implement business continuity, identify and

prioritize resources, thereby steadily developing the resources involved in the emergency response process and ensuring

coordinated actions throughout crises, while taking technological developments and company specifics into account 

.

Accordingly, specific procedures should be considered to validate and test the previously documented continuity plan,

including checklist tests, simulation tests, and parallel tests. Throughout the validation process, the compatibility of backup

procedures is specified, the modification spots on the plan are determined, the potential of the organization to recover

after a crisis is demonstrated, and a regular basis for the validation of the plan provides the opportunity to regularly update

and correct inconsistencies that have been outlined. In fact, this step is highly functional as it establishes the guarantee

that all important steps throughout the plan are included.
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4. Risk Control and Fraud Detection

All businesses are threatened by fraud all over the world. During tough economic situations, small and medium-sized

enterprises are more inclined toward developing ways to establish further innovation, development, and survival rather

than risk management and associated activities. In addition, a highly linked world has resulted in advancements in

communication and digital technology. Various forms of networks have evolved, including social media, e-commerce

websites, blogs, industry trade networks, telecommunication networks, banking networks, and insurance networks, all of

which generate an increasing amount of data. These networks provide a large amount of information that can be

accessed anonymously, making them ideal platforms for spreading false information, mischief, and misdemeanors:

fraudsters and attackers can hide their harmful actions within the mountains of data. As these networks continue to

spread, fraudsters’ possibilities to manipulate them for their own gain have grown as well .

Hence, along with requiring a great deal of hard work and research, they are highly endangered to fraud. Fraud commonly

includes actions such as conspiracy, embezzlement, money laundering, and corruption, and it is mainly referred to as the

untruthful and illegal actions committed by specific individuals or companies to provide a profitable, mostly financial

outcome. Fraud occurs when an organization attempts to obtain something of value, in most cases money or property, in

an illegal manner. Accordingly, fraud can originate from different sources, including staff members, suppliers, customers,

and third parties having no direct connection with the associated business .

No single reason can be considered as the associated driving force to fraud, and many elements that may contribute to

the fraud happening include motivation and the required potentials of offenders, the technical and professional ability of

the fraudster, final consequences of fraud discovery, etc. However, there is a generalized model to indicate the reasons

for fraud that considers the main aspects of fraud is the fraud triangle which presents three main elements as the main

driving forces contributing to fraud, including motivation, opportunity, and rationalization .

Briefly, motivation which is interchangeably known as pressure, refers to the inclination of an organization towards

committing fraud. In simple terms, it typically relies on either greed or need. Incentives toward committing fraud may be

reflected from the personal motivations, investors, or higher-positioned managers’ expectations or associated bonuses.

The opportunity is simply attributed to the conditions that enable fraud to occur. Based on numerous studies, it is indicated

that employees are either completely honest or completely dishonest. However, most of the employees fall into a third

category where they are mostly affected by opportunities. Among all three fraud elements, it is accounted as the only

element that a company implements complete control over. The establishment of fraud opportunities mainly originate from

inadequate accountant policies and weak internal controls. In other words, fraud opportunities are more likely to develop

where weak internal controls, low security over properties, and imprecise policies exist .

Rationalization is the individual or organizational justification to commit fraud. The common rationalizations that fraudsters

contribute to are justifications such as “the upper positioned managers doing as well” and “having no other solutions” .

Many studies are being carried out in an attempt to estimate the exact scales and costs that fraud poses to a business.

However, most of the frauds remain unrecognized, and even if recognized, they are rarely reported. Although gaining a full

understanding of the concept and compiling associated reliable statistics is involved with high complexity, it has been

majorly demonstrated that fraud, along with being prevalent within an organization, can bring about serious, costly

problems (explaining examples of the scale) . Even if the optimistic prognosis of a long-term drop in fraud is correct, the

trend is unlikely to be unstoppable or consistent. Informational and behavioral frictions, greater institutional skepticism,

and economic inequality are all variables that might hinder the long-term drop in fraud .

Aside from the vast scale of problems and costs that fraud can impose on a business, a great number of organizations all

over the world still lack formal systems and processes aiming to detect, prevent and respond to fraud. In this regard,

managers who professionally deal with the analysis of information and systems can play a chief role in the establishment

and accomplishment of such systematized anti-fraud activities within an organization. There has been a great attempt

toward employing integrated (or hybrid) multiple-criteria decision-making methods by modern decision-makers in acting

against fraud and fraudsters . Accordingly, financial organizations are increasingly relying on data-driven strategies

to build fraud detection systems that can detect and prevent illegal transactions automatically . Generally, along

with the development of anti-fraud actions, specific approaches should be developed to prevent fraud, detect, and

respond appropriately .

Considering the prevalence of fraud in numerous organizations and its associated destructive consequences, there is a

compelling argument concerning the engagement of organizations in anti-fraud activities, which requires investing time
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and other resources. Generally, the anti-fraud strategies can be classified into four main actions as the following:

Prevention;

Detection;

Deterrence;

Response.

Each of these anti-fraud strategies are highly interconnected, and each one contributes to a particular role in eliminating

fraud from an organization .

4.1. Fraud Prevention

According to elements that contribute to fraud, it is clearly recognized that some effective ways should be performed to

prevent fraud. These ways are mainly correlated with decreasing the associated incentives, mitigating the required

opportunities, and restricting the ability of potential fraudsters to rationalize their fraud actions. Associated prevention

methods mainly include the establishment of policies, controls, and practices, including training and fraud awareness to

halt fraud from occurring. Here, researchers are discussing several main preventative efforts to mitigate the occurrence

and cost of fraud within an organization .

One of the most critical factors contributing to anti-fraud activities is to create a well-organized ethical organization within a

business . More dynamic and proactive managerial efforts, such as building an “ethical tone at the top” and establishing

an efficient “ethics training”, are necessary to construct a whistleblowing policy in a firm, which in turn positively influences

employees’ impressions of corporate anti-fraud tactics . The attitudes within an organization can largely determine

the extent to which the organization is likely to be at risk of fraud. Ethical standards have been revealed to be very

beneficial in the long run and in very different aspects since many people, including customers, suppliers, the community,

etc., realize that they can rely on a trustworthy organization with well-established ethical standards. The definition of well-

organized ethical standards is not quite clear, and it can vary from organization to organization. However, in standardizing

an ethical policy, it mostly attempted to establish straightforward short enough statements for better efficiency .

In some references, it is recommended to develop and promote ethical codes, which refer to particular policies concerning

ethical conduct and implementation within an organization. However, such documented ethics codes are not sufficient to

effectively prevent this. In fact, these ethical standards should be tightly entangled within the organizational culture.

Accordingly, the commitment to ethical behaviors should be primarily reflected in the behavior of upper-positioned

managers because within an organization the employees are more likely to imitate what they see from their superior

managers. In addition, alongside the commitment of the senior managers, they must contribute to controlling the fraud risk

and establish activities that may help to grow an anti-fraud culture .

Another important activity that an organization should perform to manage and prevent fraud risks is the regular

assessment of fraud risks. This assessment is carried out in a similar manner discussed previously in the risk

management section. Simply, the fraud risks should be clearly identified in all aspects, directly-related and indirectly

related, and further assessed concerning their impact and probability.

Identifying and assessing fraud risks provide a wealth of information for further establishing the training to increase the

awareness of individuals within an organization. The necessity to increase the awareness of an organization in terms of

fraud is more obviously recognized since, after the occurrence of fraud, those who have been close to the fraud

surprisingly declare a low consciousness concerning the fraud. Thus, as an imperative step through the risk management

process, it is essential to increase the awareness of individuals within an organization through formal training, group

meetings, posters, newsletters, bulletins, and associated platforms. Through this training, employees would be

enlightened on what constitutes fraud, how to prevent and identify fraudulent behavior, how to respond if it has happened,

and hence, the communication should be constantly established .

Just as employee awareness raises, it should be widely established in an organization as a major component of fraud risk

management and an effective reporting mechanism. The importance of establishing an effective reporting system is

simply understood since most of the employees are aware of specific misconducts in the organization, and a large set of

them may remain silent. This silence in reporting such misconduct is majorly reflected in many conflicting emotions,

including working group/family loyalties, fear of consequences, and suspicion rather than proof. Accordingly, the senior

managers should provide a culture through which all employees play an important role in fraud-fighting .
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Another significant approach in developing a preventative culture within an organization is to provide a well-organized

internal control system.

4.2. Detecting Fraud

It is of significant importance to invest time and resources to develop and establish approaches required for fraud

prevention within an organization since it strongly supports the further sustainability and continuity of the business. In

addition, the recovery of an organization after the occurrence of fraud is a highly inefficient and time-consuming process,

and most organizations cannot fully recover the losses they have had. Nevertheless, the methodologies developed for

preventing fraud are unable to ensure complete immunity to an organization. Accordingly, an organization should engage

in other specific policies to ensure that the continuity of the system would be established after the fraud happened. This is

mainly met through fraud detection. Fraud detection methodologies usually employ specific procedures that mostly rely on

analytical approaches and reporting systems to specify and sum up the existence of inconsistencies and anomalies 

.

Generally, fraud can be detected and revealed in several main ways. Since the risk management process plays a

substantial role in fraud management, the internal audit functions should be strictly established to monitor risk

management activities and fraud-susceptible factors. Moreover, the associated controls and mechanisms established

within an organization largely contribute to fraud discovery. Aside from the fraud-related considerations, fraud can also be

detected by accident or in terms of received information. However, concerning the fraud discovery, two sets of elements

are considered to be highly helpful, including (i) warnings and fraud indicators and (ii) tools and methodologies .

As mentioned, no systems are fully fraud-proof, and there is always a possibility of fraud occurrence. Accordingly,

identifying fraud indicators can provide great potential in early diagnosis and discovery. There are two main classes of

fraud indicators include alerts and warning signs.

Warning signs are known as the organizational indicators of fraud risk, which can be reflected in different areas of

business risk, financial risk, environmental risk, information systems, and technology risks.

4.3. Fraud Deterrence

Although stated separately as a different anti-fraud strategy, deterrence is highly interrelated with the prevention concept.

Fraud deterrent is a proactive, preventative strategy, whereas fraud detection is a reactive reaction to either a misuse of

assets or falsification of financial results. Effective preventative measures act as powerful deterrents to individuals who

would otherwise be inclined to perpetrate fraud .

Fraud detection serves as a deterrent to potential fraudsters by notifying them that the firm is actively counteracting fraud

and that systems are in place to identify any illegal conduct that has happened. The fear of being caught will often prevent

a potential criminal from attempting fraud. Additional detection controls should also be put in place to compensate for the

fact that deterrent measures may be ineffective in some cases .

Three basic elements are essential in the prevention of fraud. To some extent, they all entail elements of a solid ethical

culture: top management’s action-based commitment to ethical behavior, heightened skepticism and an inquiring attitude,

and powerful communication from all those associated with the financial reporting process .

Senior management’s solid commitment to ethical behavior must be supported by acts as well as words. It has often

been demonstrated that simply establishing a written code of ethics is insufficient to avoid ethical misconduct. Such

enormous codes are widely acknowledged to be merely a showpiece that does not influence behavior .

Skepticism is widely recognized in audit procedures as a fraud deterrent; however, it also plays an essential role in

financial reporting. Skepticism manifests itself in people at all levels of the accounting profession and encompassing

specific characteristics including:

Accounting professionals consider all elements of economic activity rather than just accepting the first certain

response or what someone in authority states. That is why they have a questioning mind that leads to suspending

final judgment and seeking more information and backup.

Interpersonal knowledge assists accountants in recognizing that people’s views and reasons for reaching a specific

result might be skewed.
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Accountants with integrity and determination to make their own decisions, along with self-confidence, can determine

and research matters for themselves rather than accepting the assertions of others.

Finally, effective communication among participants in the financial reporting process is critical for fraud prevention and

deterrence. It is the inevitable outcome of a strong ethical culture; however, it is still worth mentioning. Understanding

any extra data that supports accounting findings can assist in preventing or eliminating the suspicion of misconduct

when no illegal or unethical activity exists. In other words, improved communication enables everyone involved in the

process to have a better understanding of the logic and evidence that underpin accounting choices and conclusions. As

a result, there is less guessing and speculation while making an effort to comprehend intentions .

4.4. Responding to Fraud

A formal approach to address and handle detected or suspected cases of fraud is to employ a plan called the fraud

response plan. By using this plan, corporations can gather evidence to facilitate the response to fraud in a legal manner.

Moreover, the corporate fraud response plan lowers the tendency to commit fraud which not only results in minimum loss

and damage but also builds up market confidence and integrity of evidence for organizations .

Generally, the fraud response plan is what creates legal, ethical, and moral standards for activities, and in the case of

standard violation, the plan helps the organization to take any action against that person. All members of staff, and other

stakeholders (customers, suppliers, and shareholders), must be aware of the fraud response plan, which contains the

standards and the consequences of not respecting them. Although publicly exposing fraud has an adverse effect on the

company’s public image, it is a warning to those tempted to misconduct. Thus, regulated financial services companies are

now legally obliged to report financial crime .

Roles and responsibilities in an organization are contingent on the size, industry, culture, and other factors. Generally,

managers and supervisors are responsible for detecting fraud and other irregularities in their area. The finance director is

responsible for the organization’s response to fraud. Human resources usually handle any internal disciplinary

procedures. Legal advisers (internal or external) are called as soon as a fraud is reported to advise on civil, internal,

criminal responses, and the recovery of assets. If computers were used for fraud, IS and IT staff can provide technical

advice on IT security, capability, and access. Public relations are in charge of preparing a brief for the press if that news of

fraud becomes public. The police also investigate the matter. External consultants investigate skills from outside the

organization. Insurers protect organizations against large fraud losses. Furthermore, where applicable, large organizations

may have fraud officers, audit committees, and internal and external auditors .

Several steps are generally being employed to respond to an identified fraud. First, after recording and evaluating all

required details, the fraud officer should establish an investigation team accompanied by the advisers’ team. Throughout

the associated investigation, objectives, time frame, and the required resources should be clearly specified. Accordingly, a

formulated plan should be developed, and for each specific action, authorities should be assigned. The actions within the

developed plan are majorly involved with the recovery of the stolen resources, funds, and properties coupled with the

modification and adjustment of existing anti-fraud strategies to prevent further occurrence of similar fraud events .

5. Conclusions

With growing complexity in different businesses, information and data processing plays an important role in the effective

operation of departments within an organization. Data processing is a substantially time-consuming effort since great and

growing volumes of data exist in any organization. Accordingly, information systems in light of advances in computer-

based systems have been developed to streamline the specific practices associated with data processing, specifically to

collect, store, process, and analyze data, and also extract and disseminate information for particular purposes. Such

information systems are largely contributing to the significant increase in the effectiveness of organizations through

various means, especially in decision-making processes. However, aside from the wide range of advantages that

information systems present to an organization, it has also brought a series of potential risks within an organization. Risks

associated with the implementation and the development of information systems are highly involved in information

development and data security. Hence, there is growing attention and investment in resources throughout the world

aiming to standardize and develop specific frameworks through which the associated risks can be mitigated. These are

recognized as risk management practices. Risk management provides a broad range of applications and disciplines which

attempt to develop particular plans and frameworks to detect, prevent, mitigate, and respond to risks in highly organized

structures. Throughout such structures, the risks are identified, organized, analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively,

and further responded to, which is coupled with developing particular policies to prevent the occurrence of similar risk

events. Although there have been numerous literature studies in different fields of healthcare organizations, insurance,
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energy power, waste management, mining, etc., great efforts are still required to fill the gaps existing in the literature,

specifically in the fields of psychological factors and social system issues causing information system risks.
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